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Acknowledgement to reviewers

In an effort to facilitate the 
selection of appropriate 
peer reviewers for Reading 
& Writing, we ask that you 
take a moment to update 
your electronic portfolio 
on https://rw.org.za for 
our files, allowing us 
better access to your areas 
of interest and expertise, 
in order to match 
reviewers with submitted 
manuscripts. 

If you would like to 
become a reviewer, 
please visit the journal 
website and register as 
a user. In order to be 
considered, please email 
submissions@rw.org.za 
indicating your intention 
to register as a reviewer 
for the journal. 

To access your details on 
the website, you will need 
to follow these steps: 

1. Log into the online 
journal at https://rw.org.
za 

2. In your ‘user home’ 
[https://rw.org.za/index. 
php/rw/user] select ‘edit 
my profile’ under the 
heading ‘my account’ 
and insert all relevant 
details, bio statement and 
reviewing interest(s). 

3. It is good practice as a 
reviewer to update your 
personal details regularly 
to ensure contact with 
you throughout your 
professional term as 
reviewer to Reading & 
Writing. 

Please do not hesitate to 
contact us if you require 
assistance in performing 
this task.

Publisher:
publishing@aosis.co.za
Tel: +27 21 975 2602

The editorial team of Reading & Writing recognises the value and importance of the peer reviewer in 
the overall publication process – not only in shaping the individual manuscript, but also in shaping the 
credibility and reputation of our journal. 

We are committed to the timely publication of all original, innovative contributions submitted for 
publication. As such, the identification and selection of reviewers who have expertise and interest in the 
topics appropriate to each manuscript are essential elements in ensuring a timely, productive peer review 
process. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank and recognise the following reviewers for their precious 
time and dedication, regardless of whether the papers they reviewed were finally published. We apologise 
for any names that have been inadvertently left out. 

These individuals provided their services to the journal as a reviewer from 01 October 2022 to 30 September 
2023.

Agatha Lebethe
Anna Talbot
Ann-May Fourie
Beauty B. Ntereke
Belinda Mendelowitz
Boitshwarelo Rantsudu
Candice Livingston
Catherine Langsford
Christine Winberg
Connie Makgabo
Cornelia G. Smith
Elma Marais
Elna Barnard
Free-Queen B. Zulu
Funmilayo M. Oguntade
Geesje van den Berg
Heather N. Philips
Ilse Fouche
Jacqui Dornbrack
Kofi P. Quan-Baffour

Kristian D. Stewart
Kristien Andrianatos
Lilli J. Pretorius
Limkani Sincuba
Lizette J. de Jager
Madoda P. Cekiso
Maria Prozesky
Mark De Vos
Naomi A. Boakye
Nchindila Bernard
Nomasomi Matiso
Peter Plüddemann
Pretty Magangxa
Sanet Cox
Shannon Bishop-Swart
Sifundo Nkomo
Simthembile Xeketwana
Tilla Olifant
Zelda Barends
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